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What then is the function of nuclear speckles? They could be 
sites for storage of splicing factors, or more simply sites where 
excess splicing factors accumulate, as indicated in a study of 
Drosophila polytene nuclei28

. It has been shown in yeast that 
splicing factors are present in large functional excess29

. 

The approach described here can be extended to other genes 
in order to provide high spatial and temporal resolution of the 
transcription and processing of its pre-mRNA. The precise 
targeting of fluorochrome-labelled oligonucleotide probes to 
different regions of a large transcript, and the exact superimposi
tion of these images by digital imaging microscopy, will allow a 
correlation of biochemical and structural events in the early life 
of an mRNA. D 
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FIG. 4 Localizing sites of endogenous {:1-actin pre-mRNA splicing. A, 
Spatial correlation of unspliced and spliced {:1-actin RNAs. In situ hybrid
ization signals detected using intron (a) and splice-junction (b) probes. 
(c), Overlay. 8, Distribution of {:1-actin RNA relative to intranuclear 
speckles. Distributions of actively transcribed {:1-actin RNA (actin) rela
tive to intranuclear speckles (SC35) in five representative cells. Nuclear 
{:1-actin RNA signals are indicated by arrows. 
METHODS. Oligonucleotide probes contained 24 nucleotides comple
mentary to actin sequence and 18 nucleotides of nonspecific sequence 
added to increase the fluorochromes. lntron-specific probes: IN1, 
5' -GTCCCTGTGCAGAGAAAGCGCCCT-3'; IN2, 5' -CACGGCTAAGTGTGCT 
GGGGTCTI-3'; IN3, 5'-ATGAGGGCAGGACTIAGCTICCAC-3'; IN4, 
5' -CTGACCTGCCCAGGTCAGCTCAGG-3' complementary to the regions of 
1,088-1,111, 1,744-1,768, 2,354-2,377 and 2,587-2,610. Splice
junction probes: SJ1, 5'-CACCATCACGCC/CTGGTGCCTGGG-3'; SJ2, 
5' -CTCAAACATGAT/CTGGGTCATCTI-3'; SJ3, 5'-GGACTCCATGCC/CAGG
AAGGAAGG-3'; and SJ4, 5'-AGGAGCAATGAT/CTIGATCTICAT-3' comple
mentary to 1,028-1,039/1,074-1,085, 1,401-1,412/1,854-1,865, 
2,281-2,292/2,388-2,399 and 2,559-2,570/2,683-2,694. Non
specific sequences were: 5'-TIGCTIGCTIGCTIGCTI-3'. Morphometric 
analysis of nuclei was done on photographic images of optical sections 
from ten representative cells using a combined Image-Lab and Image
Measure program (Micro-Science, Inc.). The speckles occupied 31 ± 7% 
of the nucleoplasmic area (excluding nucleoli). Of ten {:1-actin RNA sig
nals, three coincided with nuclear speckes and one was in contact. 
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IN the UK edition of Nature, Figs 1 and 2 of this Review Article 
were accidentally transposed during the production process. D 
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PLEASE follow these guidelines so that your manuscript may be 
handled expeditiously. 

Nature is an international journal covering all the sciences. Contri
butors should therefore bear in mind those readers who work in 
other fields and those for whom English is a second language, and 
write clearly and simply, avoiding unnecessary technical terminol
ogy. Space in the journal is limited, making competition for publica
tion severe. Brevity is highly valued. One printed page of Nature, 
without display items, contains about 1,300 words. 

Manuscripts are selected for publication according to editorial 
assessment of their suitability and reports from independent referees. 
They can be sent to London or Washington and should be addressed 
to the Editor. Manuscripts may be dealt with in either office, depend
ing on the subject matter, and will where necessary be sent between 
offices by overnight courier. High priority cannot be given to pre
submission enquiries; in urgent cases they can be made in the form 
of a one-page fax. All manuscripts are acknowledged on receipt but 
fewer than half are sent for review. Those that are not reviewed are 
returned as rapidly as possible so that they may be submitted else
where without delay. Contributors may suggest reviewers; limited 
requests for the exclusion of specific reviewers are usually heeded. 
Manuscripts are usually sent to two or three reviewers, chosen for 
their expertise rather than their geographical location. Manuscripts 
accepted for publication are processed from the London office. 

Nature requests authors to deposit sequence and crystallographic 
data in the databases that exist for this purpose. 

Once a manuscript is accepted for publication, contributors will 
receive proofs in about 4 weeks. Nature's staff will edit manuscripts 
with a view to brevity and clarity, so contributors should check 
proofs carefully. Manuscripts are generally published 2-3 weeks 
after receipt of corrected proofs. Nature does not exact page charges. 
Contributors receive a reprint order form with their proofs; reprint 
orders are processed after the manuscript is published and payment 
received. 

Categories of paper 
Review Articles survey recent developments in a field. Most are 
commissioned but suggestions are welcome in the form of a one
page synopsis addressed to the Reviews Coordinator. Length is 
negotiable in advance. 
Progress articles review particularly topical developments for a 
nonspecialist readership. They do not exceed 4 pages in length. Sug
gestions may be made to the Reviews Coordinator in the form of a 
brief synopsis. 
Articles are research reports whose conclusions are of general inter
est and which are sufficiently rounded to be a substantial advance 
in understanding. They should not have more than 3,000 words of 
text (not including figure legends) or more than six display items 
and should not occupy more than five pages of Nature. 

Articles start with a heading of 50-80 words written to advertise 
their content in general terms, to which editors will pay particular 
attention. The heading does not usually contain numbers, abbrevia
tions or measurements. The introduction to the study is contained 
in the first two or three paragraphs of the article, which also briefly 
summarize its results and implications. Articles have fewer than 50 
references and may contain a few short subheadings. 
Letters to Nature are short reports of outstanding novel findings 
whose implications are general and important enough to be of 
interest to those outside the field. Letters should have I ,000 or fewer 
words of text and four or fewer display items. The first paragraph 
describes, in not more than 150 words and without the use of 
abbreviations, the background, rationale and chief conclusions of 
the study for the particular benefit of non-specialist readers. Letters 
do not have sui.Jheadings and contain fewer than 30 references. 
Commentary articles deal with issues in, or arising from, research 
that are also of interest to readers outside research. 
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GUIDE TO AUTHORS 

News and Views articles inform nonspecialist readers about new 
scientific advances, sometimes in the form of a conference report. 
Most are commissioned but proposals can be made in advance to 
the News and Views Editor. 
Scientific Correspondence is for discussion of topical scientific 
matters, including those published in Nature, and for miscellaneous 
contributions. Priority is given to letters of fewer than 500 words. 

Preparation of manuscripts 
All manuscripts should be typed, double-spaced, on one side of the 
paper only. An original and four copies are required, each accom
panied by artwork. If photographs are included, five sets of originals 
are required; for line drawings, one set of originals and four good
quality photocopies are acceptable. Reference lists, figure legends 
and tables should all be on separate sheets, all of which should be 
double-spaced and numbered. Three copies of relevant manuscripts 
in press or submitted for publication elsewhere should be included 
with submitted manuscripts, clearly marked as such. Five copies of 
revised and resubmitted manuscripts, labelled with their manuscript 
numbers, are required, together with five copies of a letter detailing 
the changes made. 
Titles are brief and simple. Active verbs, numerical values, abbrevia
tions and punctuation are to be avoided. Titles should contain one 
or two key words for indexing purposes. 
Artwork should be marked individually and clearly with the author's 
name and, when known, the manuscript number. Ideally, no figure 
should be larger than 28 by 22 em. Figures with several parts are to 
be avoided and are permitted only if the parts are closely related, 
either experimentally or logically. Unlettered originals of photo
graphs should be provided. Suggestions for cover illustrations, with 
captions and labelled with the manuscript number, are welcome. 
Original artwork is returned when a manuscript cannot be published. 

Protein/nucleotide sequences should ideally be in the three-letter 
and not the single-letter code for amino acids. One column width 
of Nature can accommodate 20 amino acids or 60 base pairs. 
Colour artwork. A charge of £500 per page is made as a contribution 
towards the cost of reproducing colour figures. Inability to pay these 
costs will not prevent publication of essential colour figures if the 
circumstances are explained. Proofs of colour artwork may be sent 
to contributors under separate cover from their galley proofs. 
Figure legends should not exceed 300 words and ideally should 
be shorter. The figure is described first, then, briefly, the method. 
Reference to a method published elsewhere is preferable to a full 
description. Methods are not described in the text. 
References are numbered sequentially as they appear in the text, 
followed by those in tables and finally by those in figure legends. 
Only papers published or in the press are numbered and included 
in the reference list. All other forms of reference should be cited in 
the text as a personal communication, manuscript submitted or in 
preparation. Text is not included in reference lists. References are 
abbreviated according to the World List of Scientific Periodicals 
(Butterworths, London, 1963-65). The first and last page numbers 
are included; reference to books includes publisher, place and date. 
Abbreviations, symbols, units and Greek letters should be identified 
the first time they are used. Acronyms should be avoided whenever 
possible and, if used, defined. Footnotes are not used in the text. 
Acknowledgements are brief and appear after the reference list; 
grant and contribution numbers are not allowed. 
Supplementary information is material relevant to Articles or 
Letters which cannot, for lack of space, be published in full, but 
which is available from Nature on request. 
Submission. Manuscripts can be sent to the Editor at 4 Little Essex 
Street, London WC2R 3LF, UK or at 1234 National Press Building, 
Washington, DC 20045, USA. A telephone and fax number should 
be included. Manuscripts or proofs sent by air courier to London 
should be declared as 'manuscripts' and 'value $5' to prevent the 
imposition of import duty and value-added tax. 
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